"Seeding" Sexuality Via Text?
9 upvotes | 14 April, 2017 | by resolutions316
Hey y'all - question about escalation and creating the anticipation of sex.
Context: MRP since November. Lifting regularly, watching food, looking much better but probably
around 17% bf still. Working primarily on frame and assertiveness, which are my two big weaknesses.
Had a blow out fight a month or two ago and experienced sharp improvement after over a year of DB.
Last few weeks have seen decline in frequency, however.
One of my challenges in gaming my wife - hardly unique, I assume - is that I'm typically gone during the
day. When I get home, it's straight into kids time, and then were typically chilling/hanging out, with the
wife sucked into her phone.
My question is about escalating. I've noticed that my wife's sexuality is largely responsive - the days
when I've successfully lined up some kind of anticipation / "forewarning" of sex or sexy thoughts,
initiations have gone better. Essentially, she needs to anticipate and "ramp up" to be in the mood. (That
could just be due to my attractiveness level, but it is what it is).
I've tried simple kino type stuff, but since she's often closed off in her body language, it's hard to go much
further than casual hands on the legs, etc. it doesn't seem like enough of a lead up for her.
Since she'll be out of the house tonight, I'm thinking of texting her something sexual while she's out - a
"wait until you get home..." kind of thing, hopefully priming her pump for some prime pumping, IF YOU
KNOW WHAT I MEAN (SEX)
Then again, "texts are for logistics only." Curious as to your thoughts on the strategic value of this kind of
thing, and in any of your tricks for escalating with your wife in general.
Cheers.
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Comments
innominating • 11 points • 14 April, 2017 09:11 PM*

If you are outcome independent and have frame, you can text whatever you want. When my wife is out with her
group of moms I frequently send her texts asking her what color of panties she is wearing or something like that
to tease her. Once one of her friends saw a text and all her friends were asking if I was serious, and of course my
wife loved that. Make sure it comes from a playful, non-needy place and make sure the text isn't a covert
contract for sex.
resolutions316[S] • 8 points • 14 April, 2017 09:53 PM

Playful seems like a key point I'm taking away from your comment. Thanks.
TexasThomas • 7 points • 14 April, 2017 10:54 PM*

had to go to a conference one evening a while back (would be getting back home at 10pm), but before I left
(about 5pm) I hugged my wife at the door, but then did a weird thing out of the blue that was totally unplanned
and just sorta popped out in the moment....I pointed in her face and said very seriously and sounding slightly
irritated: "Hey....I want you to have that little pink thing on for me when I get home tonight...do you hear me?" I
kid you not, she giggled and squealed "okayyy...!" like a giddy teenager....gave me another hug...it was
beautiful.....and let me tell you, it was sex for the friggin' ages that night -- her toes were up and tap dancing
against the headboard. Granted, my wife is very submissive so I don't know for sure how that might go over with
other wives, but you might try something along those lines...........I've noticed that telling her/warning her in
advance what to expect is often a good move. I usually save that tactic for when there's lots of natural sexual
tension building up anyway and/or if there's been several nights in a row of no sex......also when I hint in
advance, I don't ever ask, make it a question or a suggestion....I always state it matter-of-factly, like it's
something that's going to happen, and she better be ready.
man_in_the_world • 6 points • 15 April, 2017 05:00 AM*

Essentially, she needs to anticipate and "ramp up" to be in the mood.
My wife also is hotter and wetter with prior alert to build anticipation. One thing that works with her is to give
her instructions or tell her its on tonight, either after kinoing or flirting or 10-second kissing in the morning
before leaving, or by text or short voice call during the day:
"Be waiting for me naked with the lights out when I get home."
or
"I'm really looking forward to having fun with you this evening."
I can text more detailed instructions later and when I leave work to keep building anticipation.
It's important to assume the sale. Don't ask, tell. Assertiveness, confidence, dominance. If she wants to stop the
train she can, but she has to take proactive action to do so; the default is that it's going down as I say. (My wife
rarely says no and she prefers that I take the lead; YMMV.)
BobbyPeru • 3 points • 14 April, 2017 09:57 PM

Texting only for logistics
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unless
You have sidebared, are lifting, and have become attractive.
Don't overuse though - baby steps and she how she reacts
innominating • 2 points • 14 April, 2017 11:01 PM*

Despite my comment above. I fully agree with this.
tim_rp • 5 points • 15 April, 2017 12:16 AM

Don't just limit yourself to texting.
I have been working to sexualise interaction with my wife across the board. The way I see it, it's a reminder that
sex is part and parcel with the relationship.
There's SO much opportunity for double entendres if you look for it. But you can also be funny.
I was making play dough shapes with the kids the other day. I sneakily made a stick man with massive cock and
balls and left it out for my wife. She had given a hard no that morning leaving me in pretty much that state.
She found it. Laughed. Called me an idiot. I laughed. Good times.
EightyTimes • 2 points • 18 April, 2017 03:52 AM

The way I see it, it's a reminder that sex is part and parcel with the relationship.
Yupyup. Gold.
EVERYTHING I say is sexual, because sex is an ESSENTIAL part of the relationship for me. There's no
separation there. If we're a couple, we're a couple in a sexual relationship. End of story.
This is a stance it's safe to take with confidence. Women value being sexualized by high SMV men. As long
as you're constantly raising your SMV, you can take this stance with full confidence starting today.
Olderpiller • 3 points • 15 April, 2017 06:08 PM

Response comes from conditioning. If your wife is not sexually interested in you the only text that will turn her
on is an invitation to go fuck someone else. However if you are lifting and have frame you can gradually amp up
the flirting and anticipation. Women love to be told to wear something sexy tonight. I think texting is much less
effective then giving her a ten second kiss before you leave in the morning and telling her to wear something fun
and easily removed when she meets you. Or even better give her specifics - "Need to see you with hose and
crotchless panties tonight".
EightyTimes • 3 points • 18 April, 2017 03:44 AM

"texts are for logistics only"
The weakest thing a man can do is blindly accept what other men tell him. Everything is situational and hard
rules are training wheels for beginners.
Women generally have the advantage with social verbiage which is why this is a 'rule'. A typical guy is much
more likely to shoot himself in the foot unless he STFUs.
Me? I'm a copywriter by trade. Written language is my primary weapon and skill. I'd be an idiot to not use my
singular distinct advantage to position myself with women the same way I do with customers.
If the planets are aligned, it might make sense for you to text. But you really shouldn't overlook the possibility
that you're heading to text-land because you're blind to the nonverbal ways of accomplishing your goals.
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Her being "sucked into her phone" is the issue you need to overcome. No amount of lead-up or anticipation or
daytime text-game is going to consistently solve that problem.
resolutions316[S] • 1 point • 18 April, 2017 01:40 PM

Yeah, I agree on the phone issue. It is one of the big challenges I see - or opportunities for me to lead. I'm not
directly addressing it right now, however. I leave my own phone upstairs as a "lead by example" thing, and
when she's on her phone I simply don't engage her.
I'm still working on some more basic skills - primarily, general assertiveness and leadership. Once I feel like
I have those in a better place (and I've seen a lot of progress), I'm going to start directly addressing it and
setting forth a vision for what our time together could be like.
[deleted] • 2 points • 15 April, 2017 01:06 AM

she needs to anticipate a good time with you, then anticipate that a good time involve sex, with her being sexy.
what to say depends on your actual interactions with her
one woman likes to see " I want you to feel how hard I get for you " ( or something)
while another may blush and moisten from something much less direct.
screechhater • 2 points • 15 April, 2017 10:51 AM

Last month we were having blow out issues with depression and all that weren't we ?
Slow up a little Rambo. How about sending her a text at night while she is fingering the phone ? Kino before you
leave in the AM. Calls at lunch or break.
Work on the basics, build frame, work on your game and then slowly text. This way you don't fall into bad
habits
JDRoedell • 2 points • 15 April, 2017 03:08 PM

I've tried coming up with different ways of using emogee symbols to simulate or suggest sex. The eggplant is a
good start. That way it's funny, creative and you aren't fucking up by using words. One time I sent her just the
eggplant and the female mouth. I was upstairs reading. She came up, said, "what, are you just ordering sex on
your phone now?" I said yep. Blowjob
mabden • 2 points • 17 April, 2017 12:35 PM

wife sucked into her phone
refocus that attention on you with some texts of your own, start with obscure bullshit or cryptic emoji strings and
escalate to sexting
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